SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND EDUCATION
FIRST SEMESTER FRESHMAN TEMPLATE

HEALTH STUDIES - PHYSICAL THERAPY

ENG 101 (Placement) 3
Foreign Language OR
CORE Communication 3
CORE History/heritage 3
PSY 101 or SOC 151 3
*CHE 211 or PHY 151 or BIO 101 with lab 4
UCC 101 Freshman Seminar 1

17** credits

Full time status = 12 credits or greater. The regular curriculum will require 12 or more credits per semester to complete the undergraduate degree in 4 years, and the student will enter the DPT curriculum as a graduate student. The 17 cr** load is recommended for students who aspire to complete the HLS undergraduate courses in three years and enter the DPT curriculum in their senior year.

Placement: Relevant for English, Math and Foreign Language. If NOT required, any core course can be scheduled. If the Math placement results indicate that a student needs MAT 100, student progress may be altered. For example, the Science sequence can begin with BIO 101 so that the freshman can build the appropriate math background for Chemistry and Physics.

*Science Sequence Recommended: Chemistry 211+L/263+L (Year 1), Physics 151+L/152+L(Year 2) and Anatomy and Physiology BIO 101+L, BIO 102+L(Year 3). However any sequence is acceptable based on course availability.